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Abstract 
i 
V 
This report is a tutorial exposition of two broad classes 
of strapdown and local level inertial navigation systems, which 
perform their navigational computations in the local geographic 
coordinate frame. The strapdown chapter includes discussions of 
the direction cosine update procedure, alignment techniques and 
instrument redundancy. An analysis of error sources peculiar to 
the strapdown mechanization is followed by a perturbation type 
error analysis which shows that the basic error equations are 
identical to those which describe the behavior of the local level 
platform system. The error analysis of the local level system 
is followed by a rather complete set of analytic and computer 
solutions for both the stationary and moving navigation cases. 
The effect of the Foucault mode on the validity of the analytic 
solutions is discussed. The results of the error analysis are 
applicable to both navigation system mechanizations. 
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1 STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
r b w .  
Body -1b 
1.1 Introduction 
Mounted 
Gyros 
Strapdown systems are characterized by their lack of gimbal 
support structure. The system is nechanized by mounting three 
gyros and three accelerometers directly to the vehicle for which 
the navigation function is to be provided. An onboard digital 
computer keeps track of the vehicle's attitude with respect to 
some reference frame based on information from the gyros. The 
computer is thus able to provide the coordinate transformation 
necessary to coordinatize the accelerometer outputs in a refer- 
ence frame. 
fashion as for the platform systems discussed previously. 
which have been studied previously. Figure 1.1 shows a func- 
tional block diagram for a typical strapdown system. 
the navigational computations can take place in either geographic 
coordinates or inertial coordinates, depending on the application. 
For airborne applications, altimeter error sensitivity considera- 
tions would make it seem reasonable to compute in geographic 
coordinates. Thus a strapdown inertial navigation system which 
computes in geographic coordinates will be considered herein. 
Navigation computations proceed in exactly the same 
Conceptually, the system is no more complicated than those 
Note that 
- 
- 
Figure1.J % Strapdown System Functional Diagram 
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. 
Many arguments are heard, both pro and con, concerning the 
viability of strapdown systems. 
between strapdown and gimbal systems involve a trade-off between 
a more extensive computer for the strapdown system versus the 
gimbal structure for the conventional system. With the advent 
of microcircuits, the advantage of the strapdown system would 
appear to be increasing. The strapdown system also would appear 
to have a definite advantage over the gimbal system in terms of 
power consumption, packaging flexibility, ease of maintenance, 
and perhaps cost. It should be pointed out, however, that those 
considerations should be weighed according to accuracy. Strap- 
down systems are not yet capable of competing with conventional 
systems in applications where accuracy is the primary criterion 
of excellence. From a reliability standpoint, it would seem 
that the binary devices in a strapdown system would be less 
susceptible to such factors as line voltage variations, power 
supply transients, etc. Since the strapdown sensors remain fixed 
with respect to the vehicle, one would expect that the environ- 
mental control problem would be eased considerably. 
with one word--inaccuracy. The instruments are subjected to a 
relatively harsh dynamic environment since the gimbal structure 
no longer isolates the sensors from the angular motion and vibra- 
tions of the vehicle. Because of this different environment, 
the instruments must be designed with a larger dynamic range, 
which usually results in a compromise in accuracy. 
pointed out, however, that most testing to date has been done 
with instruments that were designed for use in gimballed systems. 
Current design research toward the development of sensors which 
have improved performance in the strapdown environment may alter 
the current "accuracy gap" which exists between gimballed and 
strapdown systems. 
To illustrate how the instruments will be affected by the 
strapdown environment, take the case of a single degree of freedom 
floated integrating gyro. The output of such an instrument is 
Weight and size comparisons 
The major disadvantage of the strapdown system is summarized 
It should be 
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given by Reference 5 as: 
where 
T % Time constant of gyro 
p % Differential operator % 
A Gyro output angle 
H 'L Spin angular momentum 
C % Damping coefficient 
9 
w IA 
w % Command angular velocity 
w 
(u)w 'L Uncertainty angular velocity 
OOA 'L Output axis angular velocity 
d g 
g 
% Input axis angular velocity 
C 
% Spin reference axis angular velocity SRA 
The gyro equation can be rearranged in the signal flow diagram 
shown in figure 1.2 
Multiplier 1 C 
iip 'gP wOA\ 
Space Integrator Mode 
Figure1.2 % Signal Flow Diagram for Integrating Gyro 
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As indicated on the diaqram, the gyro can be used in either of 
two modes, the space integrator mode or the rate gyro mode. If 
we instrument as a space integrator,the appropriate gimbal is 
torqued with a signal proportional to A 
It is evident that in steady state: 
driving wIA to zero. 
4' 
A being driven to zero. Kote that the accuracy in applying the 
torque to the gimbal has no effect on the final result. Moreover, 
if the gyro is visualized as being mounted on an uncommanded space 
integrator, 
9 
w = w s R A = w  = o  OA IA 
if gyro drift is neglected. 
a signal to the gyro toruue generator proportional to A we 
require that in steady state: 
If, on the other hand, we instrument as a rate gyro applying 
g' 
We see then that the uncertainty in awc/aA 
of the torquer sensitivity, is of crucial importance in deter- 
Furthermore, if the instrument is body mounted, one mining w 
has the linear disturbance input equal to T~ bOA and the non- 
linear disturbance input due to A us=. The linear disturbance 
is compensated, while the nonlinear disturbance is minimized by 
keeping A small through servo design techniques. 
A significant gyro problem that arises due to the strapdown 
environment is called input-spin rate rectification. This pro- 
blem is a manifestation of the nonlinear disturbance phenomenon 
mentioned in the previous paragraph. One can see from figure (21) 
that, if A 
input angular velocity will be sensed. This effect can be quite 
large, depending on the frequency of vibration. 
that is,our knowledge gr 
IA' 
9 
and us= are oscillating simultaneously, a spurious 
g 
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In addition to the problems that arise due to the cross- 
coupling effects mentioned above, vibration-induced errors are 
likely to be quite troublesome for strapdown gyros. These errors 
mainly result from the anisoelastic properties of the gyro float. 
In general, torquing is applied to the gyroscopes to compensate 
for this inherent deterministic drift via the following equation 
(Ref. 6): 
Tk = Bk + \ fk - Mk f +(Kk - K )fk fk , k = X, y, z 
s s  I Ki S kI I s 
where 
th Tk % commanded torque to k gyro 
th Bk Q, bias torque coefficient for k gyro 
Mk % mass unbalance torque coefficient along spin axis for 
kth gyro S 
% mass unbalance torque coefficient along input axis for 
kth gyro 
th f % specific force along input axis of k gyro 
fk % specific force along spin axis of k gyro 
kI 
th 
S 
Kk % anisoelastic torque coefficient along spin axis of 
kth gyro 
% anisoelastic torque coefficient along input axis of 
Kkl kth gyro 
In the above equation, the so-called "cross compliance" terms have 
been excluded. 
the gyroscopes, these terms might have to be included. The terms 
in the Tk expression must, in general, be calculated and introduced 
Depending on the application and the quality of 
-7- 
as compensation terms. The problems inherent in computing and 
applying the compensation are discussed in Reference 7. 
Because of the difficulty in applying the compensation, vibratory 
effects are usually beyond the bandwidth of the Compensating sys- 
tem. 
Such effects as mentioned above must be considered in the 
design of any inertial system. For the strapdown system, environ- 
mental considerations are likely to consume a high percentage of 
the design time. The reader is referred to Ref. 8 for a more 
complete exposition of this subject. 
- 8- 
1.2 Description of System 
As mentioned previously, the inertial sensors of a strap- 
down system are mounted directly to the vehicle. 
meters and gyroscopes are typically mounted in a mutually ortho- 
gonal fashion, although in certain cases where reliability is 
of utmost importance extra instruments are added to form a 
nonorthogonal cluster of four instruments. Thus the fourth 
instrument is capable of taking the place of any instrument 
in the orthogonal set which fails. In addition, the output 
of the fourth instrument can be continuously used for averaging 
purposes. 
coordinatized and averaged, are equal to the nonfield specific 
force coordinatized in body axes: 
The accelero- 
In any case, the outputs of the accelerometers, suitably 
The computer must then transform the specific force into a 
suitable reference frame such that navigational information may 
be extracted. If rate gyro information is available, then the 
direction cosine matrix, cb, can be specified. 
between angular velocity and the direction cosine matrix is 
i The relationship 
specified by: 
i b  = c  R ei -b -b -ib 
where 
- w  w 
2 Y 
0 
- w  & = X 
w 0 Y X - 
b 
-ib w = {wx, WYl wzl (1.4) 
-9- 
Equation (122) is a first order matrix differential equation in 
Ci It can alternately be interpreted as a shorthand way of 4- 
writing nine simultaneous differential equations in nine unknowns, 
as can be seen by 
e 1 1  e 1 2  e 1 3  
621 6 2 2  e 2 3  
writing equation 1.2 in component form: 
-w w 
z Y 0 
w 0 - w  X z 
- w  w 0 Y X 
It should be pointed out in passing that other schemes can 
be used to effect the coordinate transformation. Weiner ( R e f .  9) has 
studied the available choices and concludes that, for single- 
degree-of-freedom, delta-modulated instruments, utilizing a 
D.D.A. computer, the direction cosine approach requires minimum 
computation. Because of our familiarity with the direction 
cosine method, we will use it in our considerations of the 
strapdown inertial navigation system. 
for systems which use electrostatic gyroscopes (Ref lo), since clever 
pickoff schemes allow the direction cosines (elements of the 
C: matrix) to be read off directly. 
The direction cosine transformation is foupd quite easily 
The output of each E.S.G. 
-10- 
pickoff is the direction cosine between the spin axis and an 
appropriate fiducial on the instrument case. Although there are 
three of these pickoffs per E.S.G., in general, only two of the 
three pickoffs provide useful information at any given time. 
if two E.S.G.'s are used, only four direction cosines will be 
available for computation at any time. 
found through application of the orthogonality relationship for 
coordinate transformation matrices: 
Thus, 
The remaining five are 
The solution of 
be done in a variety 
equation (1.2) for the direction cosines can 
of ways. If single-degree-of-freedom, delta- 
modulated instruments are used, the gyro output angle is sampled 
and passed into a zero order hold circuit. Pulse torquing is then 
applied to the gyro float to null the instrument. 
that for this mechanization each output pulse is proportional to 
the integral of the input angular velocity. Thus the output 
of the instrument represents an angular rotation about the input 
axis equal to AB. 
for the direction cosine matrix if one considers a Taylor series 
expansion of sb in At: 
Weiner shows 
This property can be exploited in the solution 
i 
1 .., 
E(t) At2 + E C At3 + .... 1 *. - C ( t  + At) = s(t) + t(t) At + (1.6) 
i where Sb = - C for notational simplicity. 
But application of equation (123) yields: 
C(t + At) = - C(t)[I - -  + R At + $(g2 + A)At2 + ..... 1 - 
If the first two terms of the expansion are used, 
(1.7) 
where it was noted that: 
-11- 
and A B  - i s  a skew symmetric ma t r ix  composed of  t h e  gy ro  o u t p u t s  
Aek, k = x, y ,  z. 
course ,  have been shown by di rec t  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  of equa t ion  (1.2) 
I f  t h e  computat ional  a lgo r i thm of equa t ion  (1.8) i s  used,  
The r e s u l t  shown i n  equat ion  (1.8) cou ld ,  of 
which corresponds t o  il r e c t a n g u l a r  i n t e g r a t i o n  scheme, then  t h e  
a lgor i thm error ( t r u n c a t i o n  errcr)  i s  a p y r o x i m t e l y  g iven  by t h e  
t h i r d  term of equa t ion  (1.7) : 
6C = - C ( R 2  + h ) A t 2  - 2 - -  - 1 (1.9) 
Thus t h e  t i m e  s tep,  A t ,  must b- chosen such h a t  t h e  errors 
r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  v e h i c l e  angu la r  v e l o c i t y ,  
angu la r  a c c e l e r a t i o n ,  - h ,  s a t i s f y  t h e  error budget.  
t h e  f i n i t e  computer word l e n g t h  causes  t h e  ocziirrence of 
"round-of f error. 
- R ,  and t h e  v e h i c l e  
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  
c 
-12-  
1 . 3  Alignment 
The problem of alignment i n  a strapdown i n e r t i a l  naviga t ion  
system i s  b a s i c a l l y  t h a t  of determining t h e  i n i t i a l  transforma- 
t i o n  ma t r ix  which re la tes  t h e  instrumented body frame t o  t h e  
r e fe rence  computational frame. Because t h e  i n e r t i a l  ins t ruments  
are mounted d i r e c t l y  t o  t h e  v e h i c l e ,  o rd ina ry  gyrocompassing 
methods cannot  be used. Moreover, i f  w e  address  ou r se lves  t o  
commercial a p p l i c a t i o n s  of i n e r t i a l  naviga t ion  which are l i k e l y  
t o  appear  i n  t h e  nex t  decade, it i s  c lear  t h a t  a means of s e l f -  
alignment w i l l  be e s s e n t i a l .  
Indeed, it would appear  t h a t  i n i t i a l  al ignment wi th in  t h e  
environment and t i m e  c o n s t r a i n t s  imposed by commercial a i r c r a f t  
ope ra t ion  i s  one of t h e  more c r i t i c a l  problems t h a t  w i l l  face t h e  
des igne r s  of t h e s e  systems. The problem i s  one of determining a 
s u i t a b l y  accu ra t e  i n i t i a l  t ransformat ion  ma t r ix  i n  t h e  s h o r t  per- 
i o d  of t i m e  necessary €o r  commercial success  of t h e  a i r c r a f t  i n  
t h e  f a c e  of  d e l e t e r i o u s  motions of t h e  a i r c r a f t  caused by wind 
g u s t s ,  t h e  loading  of passengers  and cargo,  f u e l  i n g e s t i o n ,  e tc .  
A two-stage alignment scheme appears  promising i n  t h i s  reg- 
a r d  (Ref. 11). The f i r s t  o r  "coarse"  alignment s t a g e  would use 
an a n a l y t i c  alignment scheme which u t i l i z e s  t h e  measurement of 
t h e  g r a v i t y  and e a r t h  r o t a t i o n  vec to r s  t o  d i r e c t l y  compute t h e  
t ransformat ion  ma t r ix  r e l a t i n g  t h e  body frame t o  t h e  geographic 
frame. The same r e s e r v a t i o n s  concerning base motion mentioned i n  
t h i s  r e fe rence  are ,  of course ,  a p p l i c a b l e  here ;  however, t h e  anal-  
y t i c  method is  w e l l  s u i t e d  t o  c a l c u l a t i n g  an  i n i t i a l  estimate of 
t h e  t ransformat ion  matr ix .  The second o r  "co r rec t ive"  alignment 
s t a g e  r e f i n e s  t h e  i n i t i a l  estimate of t h e  t ransformat ion  ma t r ix  by 
us ing  estimates of t h e  e r r o r  angles  between t h e  known re fe rence  
frame and t h e  corresponding computed frame. 
For both al ignment  schemes, t h e  instrumented frame i s  taken , 
t o  be  s t a t i o n a r y  wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  Ear th  except  f o r  t h e  d i s t u r -  
bances mentioned previous ly .  Unfortunately,  no d a t a  i s  a v a i l a b l e  
a t  t h i s  t i m e  on a i r c r a f t  motion due t o  wind g u s t s  and o t h e r  d i s -  
turbances.  W e  w i l l  model t h e  base  motion as s imple a d d i t i v e  
-13- 
vectors : 
w = w .  + o  -ib -le -d 
where 
€ % disturbance specific force vector -d 
%I - %b - % disturbance angular velocity 
(1.lOt 
(1.11) 
If the geographic frame is used as a reference frame, then 
the corrective alignment scheme can be mechanized as shown in 
fiqure 1.3 
Figure 1.3 ?r Self-Corrective Alignraent Scheme 
Because an initial estimate of the transformation matrix 
is available, we can model the misalignment between the actual 
and computed geographic frame as a small angle rotation. 
updating nethod consists of detecting the error angles between 
these two frames via the processed accelerometer and gyro signals 
The 
-14- 
and generating a signal to the transformation computer in order 
to drive these angles as close to zero as possible. At the same 
time, compensation is provided for the disturbance angular vibra- 
tions. This angular motion compensation provides "base motion 
isolation" similar to that provided in a gimballed platform system. 
As shown in figure 1 . 3 ,  the transformation matrix gb is n' 
updated using the relation: 
en * n' b = c  -b -b %'b (1.12) 
where 
n % geographic axes 
n' % computed geographic axes 
fib -nib 
b 
% skew symmetric matrix of the angular velocity snIb 
which is used to compute the transformation 
The angular velocity signal used to update the transformation 
matrix would ideally be given by: 
b b 
= !d .t 3;. 13) 
where it was noted that: 
w = o  -ne - 
Note that is ideally driv:n to zero by appropriate choice of 
K. As shown in the figure, an estimate of is obtained by sub- 
tracting toie , which is coordinatized in computed body coordinates, 
from the gyro's indication of angular velocity. But since sie is 
not equal to w b  
( u ) ~  , the angular velocity signal used to update the transforma- 
b' - 
b' 
is corrupted by gyro drift % and, in addition, --le b 
tion 
but 
matrix is given-by: 
= (Cn1c;)-' w n  = C b ( I + E  n n  )wie -ie -n --le -n .. - 
where - E is the skew symmetric error angle matrix. 
Thus Eq. (1.14) becomes: 
- C+.14) 
(1.15) 
. 
1 
-15- 
The differential equation relating - to %md is found hy substi- 
tuting the skew syrmetric form of equation (1.15) intoequation 
(1.12) 
where 
b 6Gie is the skew symmetric form of Eb ub - -le 
Noting that: 
and 
equation (1. $6,) becomes: 
or 
where, as usual, products of small quantities were neglected 
we can w r i t e  Eq. (1.20) in vector form: 
since 
- En on = Q n  en --le -le - - 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
1.20) 
1.21) 
In order to drive en to zero, smd can be chosen to be a linear 
function of the measured estimate of gn. 
- 
We therefore choose: 
n 
-cmd - 5 % w" - 
where 
- K - 3 x 3 matrix to be specified 
en c computed error vector -c 
(1.22) 
-16- 
Thus equation (g.21) becomes: 
Note that equation (1.23) represents three scalar differential 
equations which are coupled through the term c:e 
represents Eart!i rate coupling. 
The elements of $ in equation (1.23) remain to be specified. 
A direct indication of the three components can be obtained from 
the computed horizontal comDonents of 4 and the computed east 
component of zie. Specifically, since 
which 
n n  f”’ = (I - E )& --c 
and 
then 
f = - 9 EN 4- f +- (U)fE 
EC dE 
where fd and fd are the north 
bance specific force vector and 
N E 
east components of the 
The remaining element, 
for k&. From Figure 
and east components of the distur- 
(u)fN and (u)’fE are the north and 
(1.25) 
accelerometer 
E I is found 
DC 
uncertainties, respectively. 
by examining the expression 
(1.26) 
-17- 
The east component of the above equation is given by: 
(1.27) 
3 -  uie cos L (cD + tan L E ~ )  + ud + (u)w, 
uEC E 
where wd 
angular velocity and gyro uncertainty, respectively. 
and (u)w, are the east components of the disturbance 
E 
The system is designed to process the fN f , and uE 
C EC C 
measurements assuming that there are no error sources. 
c c L 
The error in the estimation, 6cf is found by substituting 
(1.28) 
and Eqs. (1.24.1, (1.25)and (1.27) into Eq. (1.28): 
( w  + (u)u, 1 see L dE 
(1.29) 
It is now necessary to determine the form of the matrix 
used to drive the error angles to zero. One can use Kalman 
filtering techniques to determine the elenents of 5. 
mination of - K is formulated in this manner in Ref.ll. 
choose an easier method which will illustrate the important 
concepts but which will fall short of the "optimal" method. 
shall require that 
coupled. 
given latitude. 
- K equal to minus the corresponding terms of the skew symmetric 
n matrix iflie I i.e., choose: 
The cleter- 
We shall 
We 
be chosen such that Eq. (1.23) becomes un- 
This can be accomplished since un is constant at a 
-1 n 
Thus we are choosing the off-diagonal terms of 
- 
- w  sin L 0 ie 
w cos L KE ie w sin L 
0 
ie K -  - 
'b - w .  cos L le - 
Thus Eq. ( 1.23) becomes : 
(1.30) 
where 
5 'L diagonal gain matrix (diagonal elements of Eq.1.30)  
6 € = &  - - E 'L estimation error for  the error vector (defined - 
by Eq. (1.29) 
If t h e  term 5 6zn in Eq. 
that if the settling time of the system is to be reasonable, 
(1-. 31) is examined in detail, it is seen 
(1.32) 
Equation (152) is a first order, uncoupled, vector differential 
equation for the error angles. 
error sources is best seen by writing this equation in component 
form, where p = E. 
The contributions from the various 
d 
(1.33a) 
(1.33b') 
(1.33~) 
It is obvious by inspection of Eqs.(1.33) that this alignment 
scheme, in an analogous fashion to the physical acceleration 
coupled gyrocompass scheme, deteriorates at high latitudes, 
. 
-19- 
becoming inoperative at the Earth's poles. Observe that the 
error angles are a function of botn the base motion and the instru- 
ment uncertainty. The equations are readily solved using Laplace 
transform techniques. Assuming that the forcing functions are 
general functions of time, we have: 
(1.34a) 
(1.34b) 
(1.34~) 
Applying the convolution property: 
O ( T )  d~ J -1 m m = / ~ e  1 -K (t-T) 
The unique solution to Eqs. (1.34)for arbitrary inputs is given bv: 
-KNt + ~ ~ ( 0 )  e (1.354 
-20- 
Since the base motion is not specified, it will be best to 
treat Eqs. (1.35) statistically. .We find the mean squared value 
by squaring Eqs. n . 3 5 )  and taking the mathematical expectation of 
the result. If the statistics of the in6ependent variables are 
uncorrelated, i.e., if the various random processes are indepen- 
dent and if no more than one is biased, then the cross coupling 
terms will drop out when the mathematical expectation is taken. 
This laborious task is best left for computer solution. 
We will investigate the system dynamics for the simple case 
of zero base motion, constant accelerometer uncertainty, and 
constant gyro uncertainty: 
WdE(t) = 
f (t) = f (t) = 
dE dN 
(u)fk(t) = (u)fk = constant, k = N, E 
(u)wk(t) = (u)wk = constant, k = N, E, D 
Eqs. (1.35jthen yield: 
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4. 
. 
The steady state errors are seen to be given by: 
(WE (U)WN - - - -  
€Nss 9 KN 
These equations are summarized in the following table: 
i 
l/g 0 -tan L/g 
0 - l/g 0 
Figure1.4 % Analytic Gyrocompass Steady State Error 
Coefficients 
(1.37a) 
(1.37b) 
Comparison with Ref. 1 which shows comparable information for an 
acceleration coupled physical gyrocompass reveals striking 
similarities between the two systems. Note that the primary 
error sources and sensitivities are the same for both systems. 
That is, the level errors are caused primarily by the accelero- 
meter uncertainties and the azimuth error is caused primarily by 
the east gyro drift. It should be emphasized, however, that the 
effect of base motion is likely to be very significant in the 
alignment of a practical system, whether or not one uses a physi- 
cal or analytic gyrocompass scheme. 
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1.4 Instrument Redundancy 
Since the question of reliability in inertial navigation 
systems is often alluded to in technical literature, it is well 
to discuss certain aspects of the problem at this time. Although 
we could address ourselves to the reliability aspects of other 
components of the inertial navigation system, it has been found 
through experience that the gyros are the least reliable system 
components (Ref. 13). Thus we will consider various redundant 
gyro configurations . 
To motivate the discussion, consizer an I.M.U. with three 
gyros mounted with their input axes along three mutually ortho- 
gonal axes (triad configuration). Clearly the system will fail 
if any one gyro fails. If the gyros are assumed to f a i l  indepen- 
dently and to follow an exponential failure rate, the reliability 
of such a system is given by the product of the reliabilities 
of the individual components: 
-3At R - e  (1.38) 
where 
R % reliability % probability that satisfactory performance 
will 
1 
% mean 
t % time 
be attained for a specified time period 
time to failure 
Thus to achieve a reliability of 0 . 9 5  for one year requires a gyro 
mean time to failure of 59  years. In a commercial application 
some consideration should be given to this aspect of system 
performance since a "cost of ownership" criterion is now being 
applied to inertial navigation system procurement. 
for a particular application, the problem still remains of 
choosing a gyro configuration which is optimal. 
If it has been established that gyro redundancy is required 
This problem has 
. 
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been studied by Gilmore (Ref 14). He finds that symmetric arrays yields 
optimal performance from a least squares weighting point of view 
and in addition yield maximum redundancy for the number of 
instruments in the particular array. Only three symmetrical arrays 
are shown to exist (a symmetrical array is defined by the placing 
of axes through the center of a sphere such that the great circle 
angles between the axes are equal). Thev are: 
1. Triad % axes normal to the faces of an angular 
2 .  Tetrad 'L axes normal to the faces of a regular octahedron 
3 .  Hexad 'L axes normal to the faces of a regular doc?eca- 
hexahedron 
or tetrahedron 
hedron 
The coordinate transformations between the tetrad and hexad con- 
figurations and the triad configuration are given by: 
F' - 
Ctetrad 43 
-triad = s  
cos a 
sin a 0 
-sin a 0 
0 
cos a sin a 
cos a -sin a -triad Chexad = I 
cos a sin a 
cos a -sin a I. _- 
(1.39) 
(1.40) 
where 
01 % one half the great circle angle between gyro input 
axes = 31° 4 8 '  2 . 8 "  
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Both the tetrad and hexad arrays are capable of eZfecting a 
solution if any three gyros are operating. Both systems have 
self-contained failure detection and isolation capability, an 
advantage over systems consisting of two redundant triads. 
Having established the symmetric arrays as optimal, the 
task remains of computing the configuration reliabilities. 
we take the tetrad as an example we see that the system will 
function if: 
If 
1. all four instruments operate 
2. any combination of three instruments operate 
Now the probahility that all four will operate is given by 
(intersection of independent events): 
-4Xt P ( 4  operate) = R4 = e (1.41) 
while the probability that any combination of three will operate 
is given by: 
3 -3Xt (l,e-Xt) P(3 operate) = 4 R (1-R) = 4 e (1.42) 
then the configuration reliability is given by the sum of E q s .  
(161) and (162) (union of mutually exclusive events): 
Similar reasoning can be used to how that the reliability for 
the hexad array is given by: 
-2Xt - 4 5  .'At) = e  -3At(20-io e -3Xt + 36 e Rhexad 
(1.43) 
Figure1.5 shows plots of equations (1.38), (1.43)and (1.44). In 
addition, curves are shown for systems consisting of: 
(1.44) 
two redundant triads 
three redundant triads 
oix orthogonal gyros 
nine orthogonal gyros 
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The plots are made under the assumption that any failure can be 
detected and isolated. Note that the reliability of the non- 
orthogonal arrays is quite superior to that of the redundant 
orthogonal arrays. 
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Fig.l.5 ‘L Reliability Plots - Perfect Failure Isolation 
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1.5 Error Analysis 
. 
In addition to the error sources treated for the gimhal 
systems which are considered in Section 2 the strapdown mechaniza- 
tion utilizing S.D.F. delta modulated rate gvros gives rise to 
several other error sources which must be modeled. A partial list 
of additional sources would include: 
a. Gyro torquing asymmetr-y 
b. Non-commutivity of the attitude matrices 
c. Truncation error 
d. Gyro and accelerometer ouantization error 
e. Computer roun6-off error 
Ne first note from Fig.1.2 that in the rate gyro mode the signal 
qenerator output, which is a voltage proportional to Ag, is 
affected by wIA, Ag wsr9-l and wOA. 
tional to Ag wsRA 2nd w 
is to be achieved. 
The outputs which are propor- 
must be compensated for if high accuracy CIF. 
This is readily accomplished since wOA and 
are obtainable from the other qvros. Since all of the 
deterministic effects are hopefully accounted for, we model the 
residual as the uncertainty (u)w. - 
S A R A  
w 
1.5.1 Torquing Considerations 
We have from Page 5 that the steady state equation 
relating the gyro output angle to the input axis angular velo- 
city is given by: 
(wibIc A g  = 
where 
% computed angular velocitv (Oib) c 
Thus, if the torquing scale factor, 3wc/aPq, is not known 
precisely, the computed angular velocitv along the gyro’s 
input axis is in error by an amount given by: 
-2  8- 
where 
a OC T = 6(-)/(x) % to rquing  scale f a c t o r  u n c e r t a i n t y  
aAg 9 
Thus a p o s i t i v e  scale f a c t o r  error (scale f a c t o r  too h igh)  g i v e s  
rise to a dec rease  i n  t h e  measured angular  rate. 
I n  v e c t o r  form w e  m o d e l  t h e  gyro scale f a c t o r  error as: 
b b b  
= - Eib  (1.45) 
where 
6% ?r error angular  v e l o c i t y  i n  wib due t o  torquing  scale 
Tb 
f a c t o r  
% d iagona l  scale f a c t o r  u n c e r t a i n t v  matrix 
0 0 
? 0 
?* 
O Y  
2, 
0 0 
Figure1 .6shows a t y p i c a l  p l o t  of measured angular  ra te  v e r s u s  
t r u e  angu la r  rate:  
/ P o s i t i v e  S c a l e  
-actor E r ro r  
i b  0 
P o s i t i v e  Scal 
F a c t o r  Error 
F ig .1 .6  % Torquer Cons idera t ions  
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. 
In a typical mission one does not sustain a constant angular 
velocity for indefinite periods. A typical angular vibration 
environment would result in the gyro oneratinq in the null region. 
Note from Pig.1.6 that a sinusoidal angular oscillation with a 
mean value equal to zero results in a zero mean angular velocity 
error equal to- 
T w sin w t IA 6 W T  = - 
where 
wIA % amplitude o f  input amplar velocity 
w 2r vibration frequency 
If the scale factor error is asymmetric, hovever, sinusoidal 
angular vibrations can vivc rise to a growing error. 
that for positive inputs the scale factor error is qiven by T 
and for negative inputs by f-. 
Let us say 
+ 
Then for each cvcle 
211 - TI 
sin w t c l t  - T w sin w t dt + 
w I A  I, =A 71 6 0  = - Ta 
but for sinusoidal vibrat ion,  uIA = Ow, 
where 0 Q, vibration amplitude. 
(1.46) 
Thus for each vibration cycle an anqular error results which is 
proportional to scale factor asymmetry. Let us evaluate an 
example to see what the magnitude of this buildup might be: Let 
us say that the vehicle is vibrating at w = 10 cps with an ampli- 
tude of 1 mx;. 
per cycle angular error is: 
Thus if we assume that (T- - T+) = lo-', the 
-30- 
For a two-hour flight, the accumulated error is equal to: 
/--I 
-5 min xlo cycle hr 3600 sec 
cycle sec hr = 2 x 1 0  (6eTa) 2 hr 
-.3 = 1.44 min 
This effect would appear to be quite significant and probably 
requires that the designer make a detailed evaluation of the 
angular vibration environment. In a particularly severe case, 
shock mounting would probably have to be employed. 
sinusoidal vibration along each gyro input axis, Eq. (166) in 
vector form can be expressed as an angular velocity uncertainty: 
For a constant 
6 w  = 2 
4a 
where 
0 
0 0 
Bk % vibration amlitude about kth gyro axis. 
- ub % vibration frequency. 
w b (1.47) - 
Obviously, for Eq. (1.47) to he used. effectively, the angular vibra- 
tion spectrum must be known. This type of data is rather scarce 
for any aircraft and, in addition, would tend to be stronglv 
influenced by the aircraft tvne, mission, T . M . U .  location, etc. 
. 
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c, b = - 7  1 
1.5.2 Commutation Error 
(1.50) 
(Ae 2+A8z2) 0 0 
0 ( AOx2+ABz2 ) 0 
v 
0 0 (AeX2+AOy2) 
.. 
. 
Mon-commutivity effects result frcm the fact that the attitude 
matrix corcrputer is working with finite size angular outputs from 
the rate qyros. Thus an error will be introduced into the atti- 
tude matrix, 2:. 
the case of three successive rotations ahoiit the body's positive 
x ,  y ,  and z axes. -Then the coordinate transformation relating 
the rotated coordinates to the original hody coordinates is given 
by : 
To investigate the form of this error, consider 
COS e 0 sin 8 0 
-b ' 
v 
where b' denotes the rotated frame. 
If the rotation angles are errual to the AB Dulse sizes, we can 
expand the above expression, keeninrc up to second order terms. 
We qet an expression O S  the form- 
(1.48) 
where 
(1.49) 
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The second order term represents the non-commutivity error. Thus 
a direct error results in the attitude matrix which is given by 
-Qb. Because this matrix is diagonal, the commutation error is 
seen to be similar to a scalinu error. Also, from the svmmetry 
of the above equation, it is seen that the form of the non- 
commutivity error is indepensent of the order of rotation. Since 
the commutation error is seen to be on the order of Aek2, we 
choose the angle increments as small as possible consistent with 
computer speed and roundoff error considerations. 
the prediction of the comutivity error with tine requires a 
complete time history of the input anqular velocity. Farrell (Ref. 12) 
has evaluated the error buildup in response to angular oscilla- 
tions and finds the commutation error to be F i t @  significant if 
the be pulse sizes are not kept below about 20 sec. Systems are 
currently being built with pulse sizes in the 1 -c 2 sec range. 
Unfortunately, 
I --\ 
n 
1.5.3 Truncation Prror 
As was pointed out in Section 1.2 truncation error results 
from approximations in the algorithm used to update the attitude 
matrix. From Eq. (1.9) the truncation error for the rectangular 
integration scheme is given by: 
This error is seen to be ;-PTPr.tional to (A€))’. Thus it would 
appear that the truncation error might be reduced by using higher 
order integration schemes. This is indeed the case, but one must 
pay the penalty of more computation and more roundoff error for 
a given computer word length. The use of a high order iteration 
scheme results in the truncation error beinq insignificant in 
comparison with the commutation error discussed previously. 
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1.5.4 Quantization Error 
. 
Quantization error, which is to be distinquished from 
commutation error, is defined to be the error which results from 
the digital measurement an$ conversion of continous physical 
uuantities such as the angular position of a gyro float assemblv. 
These errors can result in at most one bit of information beinq 
lost during the mission. Treated statistically, the resulting 
error appears in the form of a random phase shift. Thus, by 
appropriate choice of quantization levels, the resultinq naviga- 
tion error can he reduced to neglicriSle proportions. 
Quantization effects become verv imortant during alignment, 
however. It is readily seen that for the case of fixed base 
alignment the Dulse rate is likely to be very low. Thus lonq 
filterinq times are necessary to smooth the data. In addition, 
complications can be introduced by instruments which limit 
cvcle because thev are beinq Dulse torcfued (Ref. 9 ) .  
1.5.5 Roundoff Error 
Roundoff error is associated with finite computer word length. 
Each time a computation is performed, the commter must approxi- 
mate the last digit. This effect is reaclilv analvzed usin9 
statistical methods to determine the word length reouired to vield 
a specified rms error after a specified number of computer 
iterations. 
1.5.6 Orthogonalization 
There is no guarantee t!iat after many iterations, the com- 
puted attitude natrix will satisfy the orthogonality relationship: 
T c c = z  - -  
It is readilv seen that the errors resulting from commutation 
and truncation will result in a skewinq of the computed reference 
axes. Although R e f .  12 shows that the periodic orthogonalization 
does not improve the attitude reference svstem performance, the 
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MOUNTED 
orthogonalization procedure is recommended for the purposes of 
analysis. 
The attitude matrix can be orthogonalized by setting: 
’L 
NAVIGATION 
-1/2 c* = C(CT C )  
COMPUTER ACCELEROMETERS, 
where 
x’ 
* 
C - optimal orthogonal approximation to C in the sense * - 
that trace { ( g  - E)?c* - C) - 1 is minimized. 
(1.51) 
Unfortunately, there are no general rules which can be applied 
in determining the square root of a matrix- in fact, one cannot 
even predict how many roots exist. A solution, albeit non-unique, 
is readily generated using a computer. 
1.5.7 Derivation of Error Equations 
I I 
Fig. 1.7- Strapdown System Computinq in Geoqraphic Coordinates. 1 
\- 
- 3 5 -  
. 
Note that in Fig.l.7 we have arbitrarily chosen to express the 
error in the transformation vatrix as* 
c"' = c"' g = (I - .",E; -b -n 
We could have proceeded to define the attitude matrix as: 
which would, of course, vield identical results. 
It is, of course, tacitly assumed that the attitude matrix, C+ , 
has been suitahlv orthogonalize? per the method of Section 1.5.6 
The attitude matrix is undated usino the first order matrix 
equation 0 
n' 
n' Qb en' = c  -b -b -n'b (1.52) 
Because of the orthogonalization procedure, the coordinate trans- 
formation relating the geographic coordinates to the comnuted 
geoqraphic coordinates is given by: 
(1.53) 
. If we assume that all of the errors involved in comnuting 
the attitude matrix which were discussed previously can be treated 
as resulting from erroneous angular velocitv command, the angular 
velocity used to update the matrix is given bvr 
(1.54) 
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where 
b 
% computed angular velocity of the body coordinates 
% computed. angular velocity of the geographic coordi- 
with respect to inertial coordinates. 
nates with respect to inertial coordinates. 
Because of the uncertainties in the gyros and in the computation 
of $', the computed angular velocity is given by: 
(1.55) 
where 
h 
6 w  - % equivalent angular velocity uncertainty which results 
from the various error sources. 
nl But expansion of shows that: 
n' + t.J" wn (Win)c Win - -in 
where 
0 
d i  
t 
-
0 
6L 
0 
s i  
i 
-
Thus Eq. (1.55) becomes : 
or 
= wb + 6wb - ( 8  + W b ) w h  %'b -nb - - - -in (1.56) 
Substituting the skew symmetric form of Eq.(1.56) into Ea.(1.52) 
vields: 
en' = C"'(Rb + 6nb - snb -1 n ) 4 - b + h  - (1.57) 
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. 
where 
b b 6gin 'L skew symmetric form of (E - + P~)Lo:~ - 
but 
d n' en' g + cn' en 
-n -b dt (Cn -b C") = -n 
n' Qn c" + cn' cn Qb = Cn -n'n -b -n -b -nh 
Thus, 
which can be written in vector form as: 
n but En $n - Q? E -in - 
thus 
(1.58) 
(1.59) 
Equation (1.59)is three equations in five unknovms as is readily 
seen by writing out in component form: 
d, + i sin L - t E - COS r, 5 i + i sin L 61, = - 6wb, (1.60at) D 
2, - f sin L - R cos L e + = - 5 w E  (1.60b) D 
d + i E, + i cos L + i cos L ~ L  + sin L s i  = - 6 w  (1.60~) D D 
Comparison with Eq. (2.28)reveals that this equation is identical 
to the corresponding enuation obtained for the local vertical 
platform system. 
the expression for the comFuted specific force. The comnuted 
specific force is given by: 
The latitude and longitude errors are snecified by examining 
f b = f  b + 6 f  b + A .  b b  f - - -  4 -  
(See Eq. 2.5 for definitions.) 
(1.G1) 
Y 
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where, in this situation, the accelerometer frame is the body 
frame. The computed specific force is transformed into the com- 
puted geographic frame by the computed attitude matrix. Thus: 
f"' = fn - En fn +6fn - + An - -  fn --c - - -  (1.62) 
where products of small quantities have been neglected as usual. 
The derivation that now follows is identical to the corresponding 
local vertical navigaticn system development. (See Section 2) 
Expressions for the computed snecific force components are 
first expressed as a function of the specific force and the 
latitude, lonuitude, and altitude errors. The result is Eqs.(2.16) 
and (2.17). The appropriate components of Eq. (1.62)are then sub- 
stituted into Eqs. (2.16) anfl (2.17) yieldinq F q s .  (2.18) and (2.19). 
E q s .  (2.18), (2.19) and (1.60)are then solved simultaneously for 
the state vector. The equation to be solved is siven by: 
"E 
- '1  
where 
(1.63) 
- N
6wn - 
% the left-hand side of Ecr. (2.28) 
1~ uncertainty in the equivalent computed angular veloci- 
ty of the geographic frame relative to the body frame 
due to all of the relevant error sources. 
(u)fN% euuivalent north accelerometer uncertainty. 
(u)fE% equivalent east accelerometer uncertainty. 
The solution of this equation will be identical to that of the 
local vertical platform svstem. Thus the error response curves 
shown in Section 2 are directlv applicable. 
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SPACE TRIAD 
2. Local Vertical Inertial Navigation System 
COMPUTATION 
2. 1 Introduction 
INTEGRATOR 
The local vertical inertial navigator is a semi-analytic 
system instrumenting the geographic coordinate frame. That is, 
the reference axes of the space integrator are commanded into 
alignment with the local north-east-down coordinate system. The 
system is composed of a three-axis space integrator, two accelero- 
meters which are orthogonally mounted in the instrumented east 
and north directions, and a computer to perform the necessary 
navigational computations. Figure 2.1 shows a functional block 
diagram for this type of system. Note that three accelerometers 
are indicated although the vertical accelerometer is usually not 
present. 
PHYSICAL 
COUPLING 
4 
ACCELERATION 
COMPENSATION 
f 
I 1 
I r) 
T NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATION 
ANGULAR VELOCITY COI?MND TO 
PLATFORM 
Figure 2.1. Local Vertical Inertial Navigation System 
The instrumented north and east accelerometers are connected at the 
signal level with the east and north gyros, respectively. Since the 
vehicle carrying the navigation system may move freely over and 
above the surface of the earth, the space integrator gyros must be 
torqued at a rate proportional to vehicle longitude and latitude 
rate such that the platform can maintain its axes aligned with 
geographic axes, The required torquing signals are generated from 
the accelerometer outputs. Because the instrumented coordinate frame 
is rotating with respect to inertial space, Coriolis terms are 
present in the accelerometer outputs. 
signals must therefore be compensated such that gyro commands as 
a function of only longitude and latitude rates may be obtained. 
Note, however, that no explicit computation of the gravitational 
field is required since, neglecting the deflection of the vertical 
terms, the north and east accelerometers are nominally perpendicu- 
lar to the gravity field vector, 3. 
The accelerometer output 
This configuration has an additional computational advantage in 
that no explicit coordinate transformations need be performed to 
obtain navigation information. 
2 . 2  Description of System 
The system design is motivated by examination of the expression 
for the non field specific force in navigational axes: 
where 
f % Nonfield specific force vector 
1: % Position vector from the center of the Earth to the 
- 
- 
system's location 
G % Gravitational field vector 
C. % Coordinate transformation from inertial coordinates, 
-1 
- n 
"i" , to geographic coordinates, "n", 
Note that the superdot indicates a tirre differentation. 
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The geometry relating the geocentric inertial frame, rli't, the 
geographic frame, "n": and the geocentric earth frame, "e", is 
shown in Figure 2.2. 
(N, E, D) 'L Geographic 
(x, y, z )  'L Inertial 
. -~ 
Meridian 
. 
Figure 2.2, Coordinate Frame Geometry 
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In Figure 2.2, 
11 % Terrestrial longitude 
X % Celestial longitude 
Lo % Reference longitude from Greenwich 
L % Geographic latitude 
% Earth's angular velocity 9. e 
Note also that at t = 0, the inertially fixed reference meridian, the 
earth frame meridian, and the local meridian are coincident. Thus we 
have that: 
x = R- Lo 4 - w  t (2.2) ie 
Equation 2.1 can be written as a function of the geographic 
latitude, L, celestial longitude, A, and the radii of curvature, 
rL and rR as follows: 
h . .  .* 1 rLL + -r 211 (i2-w:e)sin 2~ + 2r L L + 2- r yesin21 - 3ersin2L i,' -E! 
r Xcos L - 2rQLAsin L + 2rLXcos L + ng 
0 
(2.3) .. . .  
11 
2 
L + - r '2 2 2 rL ;2 .. -g - 3 - rLLesin 2L + rR(X -uie )cos I -- 
where : 
rL E r (1 - 2e cos 2L) 
% radius of curvature in meridian plane 
2 rR s r(1 + 2e sin L) 
% radius of curvature in co-meridian plane 
6 % meridian deflection of the vertical /positive about east) 
q % prime deflection of the vertical (positive about north) 
e % earth's ellipticity P 1/297 
g % magnitude of gravity 
ro % local geocentric earth radius magnitude 
h height above reference earth model's surface 
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. 
. 
Equation 2 . 3  is an approximate expression which contains terms 
which are greater than 2 x lO-’g for the following maximum values 
of vehicle motion: 
< 0.5g - rLmax - “max - 
= b < 2 . 2  x rad/sec Lmax max - 
r < 100 ft/sec max - 
.‘ < 2g rrnax - 
Those limits correspond to those which one would expect to encounter 
in an aircraft application such as the supersonic transport. See 
ref. 1 for the details of the derivation of eq, 2.3. 
Navigational information is readily obtained from fn since, if 
Coriolis and cross coupling compensation is provided in eq. 2 . 3 ,  then 
- 
L- 
Mompensated fn 
Latitude and longitude can then be found by a double time integration 
of the north and east specific force measurements, respectively. 
It is also necessary to generate the angular velocity command 
to the space integrator such that the geographic frame is instru- 
mented. 
with respect to inertial space, the required torquing command is 
just the angnlar velocity of the geographic frame with respect to 
the inertial frame: 
Since an uncommanded space integrator will remain nonrotating 
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on = -in 
h cos L 
-L 
- h sin L (2.4) 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the mechanization in detail, 
In Figure 2.3 the subscript "c" denotes a computed physical 
quantity. In addition it was noted that the earth referenced 
velocity, coordinatized in geographic axes is given by (to an 
accuracy of better than 0.1 ft/sec for aircraft altitudes): 
rLL 
rR R COSL 
-h 
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I -  
. 
u 
a, 
-rl 
3 + t  
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2 . 3  Alignment 
The alignment procedure for the local vertical inertial navi- 
gation system consists of physically aligning a coordinate frame 
associated with the inertial measurement unit with the geographic 
frame. If optical means are used f o r  alignment, then fiducial 
lines on the platform representing the platform coordinate axes 
are aligned with geographic axes, The platform coordinates are 
then related to the gyro and accelerometer input axis coordinates 
through a calibration procedure. If on the other hand, gyrocompass- 
ing schemes are used for alignment, the gyro and accelerometer input 
axis coordinate system is physically aligned with the geographic 
coordinate system. For our purposes, we w i l l  assume that the rela- 
tionship between the instrument axes and platform axes has been 
accurately determined through calibration procedures, allowing us 
to think of the platform frame as being synonymous with the frame 
defined by the instrument axes. 
alignment, while reference 2 looks at the effect of base motion on 
gyrocompass performance. In reference 3 ,  a unified theory of align- 
ment is developed. The subject of alignment will not be developed 
further in this report. 
Reference 1 treats the case of fixed base physical gyrocompass 
2.4  Error Analysis of Local Vertical System 
The error equations will be developed using perturbation 
techniques for the following error sources: 
gyro drift 
gyro torquing uncertainty 
accelerometer uncertainty and scale factor error 
deflection of the vertical 
initial platform misalignment 
initial condition errors 
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The computed specific force, I ,  is given by: 
. 
fp = fp + fu)fp - + Ap - I  fp (2.51 4 -  
where 
(u) ZP % accelerometer measurement uncertainty vector 
AP - % accelerometer scale ractor uncertainty matrix 
. 
and akf k = N,E,D is the scale factor uncertainty associated with the 
k t h  accelerometer, expressed as a numerical ratio. In this case, the 
accelerometer frame is the instrumented geographic frame denoted by 
"p" super/subscripts. The instrumented or platform axes differ from 
the true geographic axes because of imprecise torquing commands due 
resulting from positive rotations of the instrumented frame about 
positive geographic axes, then: 
to the error sources, If we define error angles and E D 
Thus : 
- 4  8- 
As is shown in Figure 2.3, the computation scheme assumes that 
the outputs of the north and east accelerometers are given by 
the north and east components of equation ( 2 . 3 ) .  Thus the in- 
dication of latitude and longitude is found by subtracting off 
the Coriolis and cross coupling terms from the components of 
equation (2.7) . Thus 
.. e *  . e  
+ 2rgcLc hcsin Lc - 2r A ccos Lc (2.9) 
rQEI cOsLc = fEC % 
Note that the deflection of the vertical terms cannot be included 
in the above expression since no knowledge of their magnitudes is 
assumed. Writing out the expression for f and fE from eq, ( 2 , 7 ) :  
NC C 
fN = fN + E f - E f + (u)fN -t aN fN (2 10) D E  E D  
C 
D N  f + fD + (u)fE + aE fE (2.11) 
fEc = fE - 
Now the computed expressions for the radii of curvature are given by: 
r = rc(l - 2e cos 2Lc) 
LC 
But the calculated magnitude of the earth radius vector is given by: 
rc = r + hc 
OC 
(2.12) 
-49- 
where 
. 
b 
. 
r % calculated local geocentric earth radius magnitude 
OC 
2 
Lc) = re(l - e sin 
hc % estimated height above the reference earth model's surface 
r % earth's equatorial radius e 
Substituting the following error quantities in eq. (2.12) 
6L = Lc - L 
6h = hc - h 
there results : 
r = r + 6 h  C (2.13) 
where the small quantities involving products of e and error quantities 
have been neglected. 
Thus 
= r[l - 2e cos 2(L + 6L)l + 6h 
rLC 
= r[L + 2e sinL(L + 6L)I + 6h 
r% 
r = rL + 6h 
Lc 
Y =Qc - rg + 6h (2.15) 
If eqs. (2.101, (2.111, (2.131, (2.141, and (2.15) and the error 
quantities: 
Lc = L + 6L; Xc = x + 6X 
-50- 
are substituted into eqs. (2.8) and (2,9), there results: (2.16) 
. . .. e .  .. 
r 6L + r X sin 2L 6X = -54 + (u)fN + aNfN + EDfE - EEfD- L6h - 2L 6h 
. * . e .  .. 
r COSL 6X + 2(r COSL - r L sinL)GX - 2r X sinL 6L -r(X sinL +~LXCOSL)GL = 
. * 
ng + (u)fE + aEfE + fDEN - f N E D  - 2 X COSL 6h - XcosL 6h (2.17) 
In deriving eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) only terms with magnitude greater 
than 2 x lO-'g have been retained when the vehicle motion has the 
same maximum values assumed in the derivation of eq.(2.3) and if, 
in addition the following error data is specified. 
- = 10 min = 2.9 x rad 6Lmax - "max . 
- - w = 3.6 x rad/sec 6Lmax -&',ax - 6Lmax s 
2 .. .. - - u2 = 4.5 x 10' rad/sec Lmax - 6Xmax - 6Lmax s 
6hmax = 2000 ft, 
s - 6hmaxws = 2.5 ft/sec 
hmax 
where us = (g/r) 'I2, is the Schuler frequency. 
Substituting in the analytic expressions for the specific force 
components in the fe terms from eq. (2.31, neglecting terms with 
magnitude less than 2 x 10-5g when: 
Ek < 10 r n  = 2.9 x rad, k = N, E, D 
3 aN & aE c 1/10 
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[I + Tp] - -  
The angu la r  v e l o c i t y  of t h e  space  i n t e g r a t o r ,  i. e. t h e  i n s t r u -  
mented p l a t fo rm axes ,  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  i n e r t i a l  frame: 
r 
xccos Lc 
. 
-L 
C 
. 
-Ac s i n  Lc 
- 
(2.20) 
is  e q u a l  t o  t h e  a p p l i e d  angu la r  r a t e  p l u s  t h e  gyro d r i f t :  
where 
Lc and A c  Q, computed geographic  l a t i t u d e  and celestial  
up 'L computed angu la r  v e l o c i t y  command. 
l o n g i t u d e ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
-c 
0 0 N T 
0 0 TE 
'I: 0 0 
'L t o rqu ing  scale f a c t o r  
u n c e r t a i n t y  m a t r i x  
(u)up  Q, gyro d r i f t  v e c t o r .  - 
-53- 
- b 
6X 
x ';r 
0 
-6L 
L 
. 
- 
6L 
0 
s 
6 A  
x v - 
Since computed latitude and longitude are given by: 
then: 
where 
Lc = L + 6L 
Ac = x + 6A 
w p  = + flun -c - -in 
0 
6L -
i 
0 
(2.22) 
Finally, then 
U P  = w .  n + w Ein + ZP zin n + (U)CP n n  -in - -1P 
(2.23) 
= (I + Wn+Tp) b~~~ n + (u) up - - -  - 
Equating equations (2.20) and (2.23) yields an expression for the 
error angles of the form: 
+ up = (I + Wn+ Tp) &LJ~ + (u) zP 
- - . 1  (f - E tin -nP 
which can be rearranged as: 
up = (f+ zp + En) w n  + (u) zP -nP - -in ( 2 . 2 4 )  
The above equation is a first order linear vector differential 
equation with time varying coefficients, as can be readily seen 
by the writing out of the equation in component form: 
-54- 
. . . . . I - L E : ~  + X s i n  L E = cos L 6A + T~ X cos L - X s i n  L 6L + (u)wN E 
( 2 . 2 5 )  
. . . 
E: - X cos L cD - X s i n  L fN = - 6L - L + (u) wE ( 2 . 2 6 )  E 
. . . . 
ED + A cos L EE + L EN = - X cos L 6L - s i n  L 6A - T~ X s i n  L + (u)wD 
Eqyations (2.18), (2.191, 4 2 . 2 5 1 ,  ( 2 . 2 6 ) ,  and (2.27) are the 
r e w i r e d f i v e  equations i n  f i v e  unknowns which spec i fy  the platform 
error angles  and t h e  l a t i t u d e  and longitude errors. Using the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  operator d , these equations can be arranged 
in matrix form a s  follows: p = n  
- 55- 
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- 
F w s inL  0 w s inL  -cosL p i e  P i e  
-wiesin L P i e  P 0 -w cos L 
0 COSL s inL  p 0 WieCOS L P i e  
r w  s i n  2L  p 2 r P  i e  0 -g 0 
2 9 0 0 -2rwiesinL p r COSL p 
6 
- 
1 
N E 
€E 
D 
6 L  
6X 
E 
i. 
S o l u t i o n  of t h e  ma t r ix  equa t ion  (2.28) w i l l  g ive  t h e  e r r o r  response  
f o r  t h e  l o c a l  v e r t i c a l  i n e r t i a l  nav iga to r  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  v e h i c l e  mo- 
t i o n  w i t h i n  the  c o n s t r a i n t s  s t a t e d .  Ana ly t i c  s o l u t i o n  of the equa- 
t i o n  ( 2 . 2 8 )  would be q u i t e  t ed ious  s i n c e  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  of t h e  
ma t r ix  equa t ion  a r e  t i m e  vary ing  excep t  f o r  t h e  c a s e  of c o n s t a n t  
celest ia l  long i tude  r a t e ,  = c o n s t a n t ,  and c o n s t a n t  l a t i t u d e ,  L = 
cons tan t .  
Cons iderable  s i m p l i f i c a t i o n  occur s  i f  w e  examine t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  
case where: .. .. .. 
~ = X = r = r = L = o ; X = w  i e  
g i v i n g  : 
(2 .29)  
. 
N o t e  t h a t  t h e  2 x 10-5g c r i te r ia  must a g a i n  be a p p l i e d  i n  o b t a i n i n g  
eq .  ( 2 . 2 9 )  from eq .  ( 2 . 2 8 ) .  
misal ignment  errors, E ~ ( o ) ,  ~ ~ ( 0 )  , ~ ~ ( 0 )  , are accounted f o r  by t a k i n g  
t h e  Laplace  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  of equa t ion  ( 2 . 2 9 ) :  
I n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n  errors, 6 L ( O ) ,  6 L ( O ) ,  6 X ( O ) ,  6 X ( O ) ,  and i n i t i a l  
c 
w sinL 0 ie S 
-w sinL s --w COSL le ie 
0 ioieCOSL S 
0 -g 0 
-58- 
w sinL -s  COSL ie 
S 0 
WieCOSL s sinL 
r-w sin 2L s 2 r s  ie 
2 9 0 0 -2rwiesinL s s r COSL 
- 
(u)ZE + isg + r cos L [ S  ~ A ( o )  + ~ A ( o ) ]  - 2rwiesin~ ~L(o) 
where - 1 
(2.30) 
s % Laplace operator 
T~~ T ~ ,   are constant. 
Superbar % Laplace transformed variable 
The signal flow diagram corresponding to equation (2.30) is shown in 
Figure (2.4). 
Note that the characteristic determinant for equation (2.29) 'is 
given by : 
p r 2 cos L(p 2 + aie 2, Ip4 + 2us2 (1 + 2 ,-=pin 'ie2 2 L) p 2 + us4] (2.31) 
S w 
Thus it is seen that the system modes of oscillation for the . 
stationary case consist of the Earth rate frequency and the 
Foucault modulated Schuler frequencies. 
z 
I W  
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2.4.1 Navigat ion and Level E r r o r s  f o r  Cons tan t  Gyro D r i f t  
Cons ider ing  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  c a s e  and l e t t i n g  c o n s t a n t  gyro 
d r i f t  be t h e  s o l e  error source ,  w e  have from equa t ion  ( 2 . 3 0 )  t h a t :  
S wiesinL 0 w i e ~ i n L  - s  COSL 
-u iesinL s -wieC0sL S 0 
0 W iecosL S iecosL s s inL  
0 '  -9 0 r s  
9 0 0 -2rwiesinL s s r COSL 
rwiesin 2L s 2 
2 
t 
(2.32) 
Where (u)  wNI (u)  uE, and (u)  WD are the c o n s t a n t  gyro  d r i f t  rates asso-  
c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  n o r t h ,  east, and azimuth gyros ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Be- 
cause of t h e  Foucau l t  modulation, equa t ion  (2.32) i s  b e s t  so lved  
via  use  of an analog or  d i g i t a l  computer. The r e s u l t s  of  such a 
s o l u t i o n  a t  l a t i t u d e  = 45O a r e  shown i n  F igu res  (2.5), (2.6), and 
(2.7). I n  F ig .  (2.7) t h e  l e v e l  errors w e r e  found t o  be  so s m a l l  
( abou t  0.01 min/meru) as t o  be b u r i e d  i n  t h e  analog computer no ise .  
N o t e  t h a t  the e f f e c t  of t h e  Foucaul t  t e r m s  i s  t o  modulate t h e  
Schu le r  o s c i l l a t i o n s  a t  a frequency g iven  by wieSin L (34 hour  p e r i o d  
a t  L = 4 S 0 ) ,  t h e  v e r t i c a l  p r o j e c t i o n  of ear'th rate. This  modula- 
t i o n  arises from t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of t h e  accelerometer compensation 
terms i n  eqs.  ( 2 . 8 )  and ( 2 . 9 )  as w i l l  be  seen  when t h e  equa t ions  
are r e d e r i v e d ,  assuming p e r f e c t  accelerometer compensation. I t  is  
seen  from t h e s e  t h r e e  f i g u r e s  t h a t  t h e  Foucaul t  modulat ion has  
o n l y  a second o rde r  E f f e c t  on t h e  ampli tude of t h e  l a t i t u d e ,  lon- 
g i t u d e ,  and azimuth e r r o r s ,  t h e  predominant mode occur r ing  a t  t h e  
e a r t h  ra te  frequency.  On t h e  o t h e r  hand, f o r  t h e  l e v e l  e r r o r s ,  
EN and EE, t h e  Foucaul t  modulation i s  a f i r s t  o r d e r  e f f e c t .  
These r e s u l t s  would sugges t  t h a t  f o r  t h e  purposes of des ign ,  i t  
would be convenient  t o  n e g l e c t  t h e  Foucaul t  modulation, ob ta in -  
i n g  e q u a t i o n s  which are r e a d i l y  so lved  and which y i e l d  s o l u t i o n s  
-61- 
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which, a l though d i f f e r i n g  s l i g h t l y  i n  f requency c o n t e n t ,  e x h i b i t  
approximately t h e  same ampli tude informat ion .  As i n d i c a t e d  by 
t h e  computer s o l u t i o n s ,  t h i s  approximation w i l l  be a very  good 
one f o r  t h e  l a t i t u d e ,  l ong i tude ,  and azimuth e r r o r s ,  b u t  a re- 
l a t i v e l y  poor one f o r  t h e  l e v e l  errors. For tuna te ly ,  t h e  l e v e l  
errors are of secondary importance f o r  n a v i g a t i o n a l  purposes .  
F igu res  (2 .8)  , ( 2 . 9 )  , and (2.10) show t h e  e f f e c t  of a con- 
s t a n t  e a s t  t e r r e s t r i a l  l ong i tude  rate ( i  = 3wie) on t h e  naviga- 
t i o n  and l e v e l  e r r o r  p l o t s  f o r  c o n s t a n t  gyro d r i f t .  A t  t h e  45' 
l a t i t u d e  t h i s  would correspond t o  a v e h i c l e  moving i n  an e a s t -  
e r l y  d i r e c t i o n  a t  about  1900  Ki;. Comparison wi th  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  
case curves  (F igu res  (2.5) , ( 2 . 6 )  , and ( 2 . 7 )  ) i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  
l o w e s t  modulat ion frequency has  inc reased  from = W i e  f o r  t h e  
s t a t i o n a r y  case t o  h: = 4 W i e  f o r  the moving case .  
is e a s i l y  exp la ined  v i a  examinat ion of t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  equa- 
t i o n  €or t h e  moving case. I t  fo l lows  from t h e  d e r i v a t i o n  of 
eq. (2.30) t h a t  t h e  system c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  de te rminant  f o r  a r b i -  
t r a r y  c o n s t a n t  l o n g i t u d e  ra te  i s  found by s u b s t i t u t i n g  x f o r  
w i e  i n  eq. (2.31): 
T h i s  phenomenon 
The system modes are seen  t o  be t h e  space rate mode and Foucaul t  
modulated Schu le r  f r equenc ie s .  For t h i s  case of = 4 ~ i e  t h e  
space  rate p e r i o d  i s  s i x  hours  whi le  t h e  F o u c a u l t m o d u l a t i o n  
now occur s  w i t h  a p e r i o d  of about  8.5 hours  i n s t e a d  of t h e  34 
hour  p e r i o d  f o r  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  case. These s i x  hour and 8.5 
hour  modes are e a s i l y  i d e n t i f i e d  i n  t h e  f i g u r e s .  
Perhaps t h e  m o s t  impor tan t  f e a t u r e  r evea led  by t h e  compari- 
son is  t h e  fact  t h a t  t h e  l a t i t u d e  and azimuth e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i -  
t ies are reduced from t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  case by t:ie f a c t o r  w i e / i ,  
or  i n  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n  f o r  = 4 ~ i e r  by a f a c t o r  of  fou r .  For  
t h e  cases which e x h i b i t  a long i tude  error which grows w i t h  t i m e ,  
namely t h e  responses  t o  ( u )  WN and ( u )  WD, t h e  v e h i c l e  motion ap- 
pears t o  have l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on t h e  error growth. On t h e  o t h e r  
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hand, t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  S X / ( U ) W E ,  which i s  bounded f o r  t he  s t a -  
t i o n a r y  case ,  i s  reduced by t h e  f a c t o r  W i e / i .  
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  i n  response t o  l e v e l  gyro d r i f t  a r e  seen  t o  remain 
unchanged whi l e  the l e v e l  e r r o r  response t o  azimuth gyro  d r i f t  
i s  seen  t o  emerge from t h e  computer no ise .  A d i g i t a l  computer 
s o l u t i o n  has  r e v e a l e d  t h a t  t h e s e  e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i t i e s ,  E E / ( U ) W D  
and E N / ( u ) w D ,  have i n  f a c t  i nc reased  by t h e  f a c t o r  i / w i e .  
i n a t i o n  of the s i g n a l  flow diagram, F igure  2 . 4 ,  r e v e a l s  t h a t  
t h e  coupl ing  s e n s i t i v i t y  between t h e  azimuth and e a s t  l e v e l  loop 
i s  i n c r e a s e d  by t h e  r e q u i r e d  f a c t o r  of i / w i e .  
The l e v e l  e r r o r  
Exam- 
An i n t e r e s t i n g  l i m i t i n g  case  arises when t h e  v e h i c l e  i s  f l y -  
i ng  w e s t  w i th  = - W i e .  T h i s  case  i s  r e a d i l y  analyzed by s e t t i n g  
wie t o  z e r o  i n  F igu re  2 . 4 ,  thereby  e l i m i n a t i n g  t h e  Foucaul t  and 
space  rate coupl ing.  T h e  l e v e l  error s e n s i t i v i t i e s  remain un- 
changed sans  t h e  Foucaul t  modulat ion,  b u t  t h e  l a t i t u d e ,  l ong i tude ,  
and azimuth e r r o r s  grow i n  p ropor t ion  t o  t h e  product  of t h e  d r i f t  
rate and t i m e .  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  f o r  t i m e s  g r e a t e r  t han  a Schu le r  
pe r iod ,  
6L m (u)w,t 
6X J - ( u ) q q t  t a n  L 
n 
Thus a maximum n a v i g a t i o n a l  e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i t y  of about  1 min/hr/ 
meru d r i f t  r e p r e s e n t s  an upper bound on t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  gy ro  
d r i f t  r e g a r d l e s s  of v e h i c l e  motion. 
A s i m i l a r  uncoupling e f f e c t  occurs  f o r  o p e r a t i o n  nea r  t h e  
equa to r  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  ce les t ia l  long i tude  rate. I f  w e  l e t  t h e  
l a t i t u d e  approach zero degrees  i n  F igu re  2 . 4 ,  it i s  r e a d i l y  seen  
t h a t  t h e  terms r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  Foucaul t  modulation, t h e  
" 2 r ~ i e  s i n  L" terms, d i sappea r  and i n  a d d i t i o n  t h e  n o r t h  l e v e l  
loop becomes completely uncoupled from t h e  l a t i t u d e ,  azimuth, 
and east  l e v e l  loops.  
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S ince  i t  has been shown t h a t  t h e  Foucaul t  modulation of 
t h e  Schu le r  o s c i l l a t i o n s  have only a second o r d e r  e f f e c t  on t h e  
n a v i g a t i o n a l  e r r o r s ,  i t  w i l l  be u s e f u l  t o  o b t a i n  a n a l y t i c a l  ex- 
p r e s s i o n s  €o r  t h e  s y s t e m  response t o  gyro d r i f t  which are 
n o t  complicated by t h e  Foucaul t  modulation. I t  fo l lows  from 
t h e  development l ead ing  t o  equa t ions  (2.18) and ( 2 . 1 9 )  t h a t  
i f  t h e  acce lerometer  compensation i s  performed wi thou t  e r r o r ,  
t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  equa t ions  corresponding t o  equa t ions  ( 2 . 1 8 )  
and ( 2 . 1 9 )  f o r  t he  s t a t i o n a r y  case  a r e  g iven  by: 
( 2 . 3 3 )  
(2.34) 
S ince  s imul taneous  s o l u t i o n  of equa t ions  (2 .25 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 6 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 7 ) ,  
(2.331, and (2.34) i s  d e s i r e d ,  we have t h e  Laplace t ransformed 
matrix equat ion:  
S wiesinL 0 O i e S i n L  -S COSL 
,wieSinL S -0 i e C O S  L S 0 
0 U i e C O S L  S WieCOSL s s inL 
0 -g 0 r s 2  0 
g 0 0 0 s2r COSL 
-70- 
(U)iE + E E ( 0 )  + 6 L ( O )  
Eq, (2.35) represents the Laplace transformed error equation for 
a stationary local vertical inertial navigation system in which 
the accelerometer compensation is done withour error. If constant 
gyro drift is the sole error source, equation (2.35) reduces to: 
w sinL ie S wiesinL 0 
-wiesinL S 'W COSL s ie 
w COSL 
2 
ie 0 wiecosL s 
0 -g 0 r s  
g 0 0 0 
-s COSL 
0 
s sinL 
0 
2 s 1: COSL 
The system characteristic equation is given by the determinant 
of the above 5 x 5 matrix: 
(2.36) 
A = r2 cos L s(s2 + u;l2(s2 + u2 ie (2.37) 
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Solution of Eq. (2.36) yields: 
L 
w sin L s 2 
(U) WE 
s2 + w2 ie cos L ie (Ub, - - - 'N - 
( s 2  + w2)  S ( s 2  + w2 ie ie 
w2 s i n  L cos L ie - 
(U) OD ( s 2  + us) 2 ( s 2  + W;e) (2 .38 )  
(s 2 + w s )  2 (s2 + W;e) 
(2.39) 
s i n 2  L) 
sin L 2 
(u)WE s 
u2 s w ie w si; = 
ie 
2 
Wie ws cos L 
(u) WD + 
s (s + (0;) (s2 + w 2  ie ) 
(2.41) 
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w: .Ie sin L 
e*- (u) WD + ( 2 . 4 2 )  
t 
'Xhe inverse Laplace transformation of the above equation is 
given by : 
1 w sin L 
= - w sin wst (u)~, - ie 2 (cos uiet - cos w s t )  (u)w, 
S 
S w 
W 
S 
w cos L 
ie (cos w t - cos wst) (u)w, 4. 2 ie 
tan\ L sec L 
sin w i e t  (u)~, - (1 - COS Wiet) (u)w, 
ie E =  w 
_.
D '"ie 
1 + - sin wiet Oie (U) W D  
( 2 . 4 3 )  
(2 .46)  
. 
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(wiet cos L + sin2 L sin wiet) (u)w, 1 6 X =  - -  
ie cos L w 
(1 - cos Wiet) (u)w, tan L + -  
ie w 
sin L -ie (wiet - sin w t) (u)w, + w  ie (2.47) 
Where it was noted that us >>  wie, allowing us to neglect certain 
terms whose coeficients were of the form wie and kie2 
s w 
If equations (2.46) and (2.47) are compared with the computer 
generated solutions of Figure (2.51, it is seen that the 
simplified expressions for latitude and longitude do not con- 
tain the small amplitude Schuler-Foucault terms. However, the 
dominating earth rate mode is accurately specified by the simpli- 
fied equations, Thus equation (2.35) will be taken as a repre- 
sentative error model for the stationary local vertical inertial 
navigator in response to constant gyro drift, 
Note that one can, by careful examination of the signal flow 
diagram in Figure (2,4), predict the response to the various 
error sources by inspection. For instance, if we take the case of 
EN(eq. 2.43), one expects to see that 
a EN 1 
a (u)wN S 
-= - sin w t (u)w, w S 
since the Earth rate cross coupling from the north.100~ to the 
east loop (Oie sin L EN) is attenuated by the east level loop 
before being coupling back to the north loop (uie sin L E ~ ) .  
Thus the response to EN to (u)wN is seen by examination of the 
response of the following system: 
- 
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1 - 
-$,E~ - S s i n  w s t  
Root sum squared p l o t s  of eqs.  ( 2 , 4 3 ) ,  ( 2 . 4 4 ) ,  ( 2 .45 ) ,  ( 2 . 4 6 ) ,  
and (2.47) are shown i n  F igu re  2.11for t h e  c a s e  of equa l  gyro 
d r i f t  f o r  each gyro: 
(u)w, = (u)w, = W W ,  = (u)w 
The a n a l y t i c  expres s ions  used i n  F igu re  2.11 are given by: 
1/2 (u)  w = fi Wie (1 - cos W i e t )  6LRSS = E ,RSS - ( 2 . 4 9 )  
sec L 
- (U) 0 [wle t2 + 2 (l-cos ~ i e t ) ] " ~ ,  a t  L = 45' (2.50) 6hRSS  w i e  * 
N o t e  t h a t  t h e  l e v e l ,  azimuth, and l a t i t u d e  e r r o r s  are bounded, 
b u t  t h a t  t h e  l o n g i t u d e  e r r o r  i n c r e a s e s  withour  bound wi th  a ra te  
approximate ly  g iven  by t h e  gyro d r i f t  u n c e r t a i n t y ,  (u)w. 
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2.4.2 Navigat ion and Level E r r o r s  f o r  Accelerometer B i a s  
If accelerometer b i a s  i s  t h e  s o l e  e r r o r  sou rce ,  w e  have from 
equa t ion  (2.30) t h a t :  
- 
S -wiesinL 0 -wiesinL 'S cos  L 
-wi,sinL S --w COSL S 0 i e  
0 wlecosL S WieCOSL s s i n  L 
. 
r w  s i n  2L s z i e  
2 
0 -9 0 1:s 
g 0 0 -2rwiesinL s s r cos  L 
- 
Where (u)fN and ( u ) f E  are t h e  c o n s t a n t  no r th  and east  acce lerometer  
b i a s s e s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  F igu res  2 .12  and 2.13 show t h e  r e s u l t s  of 
a computer s o l u t i o n  of  eq. (2.51). Note t h a t  the Schu le r  mode pre-  
dominates s i n c e  t h e  accelerometer b i a s  d i r e c t l y  e x c i t e s  t h e  rela- 
t i v e l y  "high ga in"  l eve l  loops.  The Schu le r  o s c i l l a t i o n s  are modu- 
l a t e d  a t  t h e  Foucaul t  mode frequency of 1 cycle/36 hours .  The maxi- 
mum s e n s i t i v i t y  of l a t i t u d e  e r r o r  t o  acce lerometer  b i a s  is  seen  t o  
be i n  t h e  range of 7 min /mi l l i  g b i a s .  S i m i l a r l y ,  t h e  long i tude  
s e n s i t i v i t y  has  a maximum value of about  9 min /mi l l i  g b i a s .  
as w a s  done i n  o b t a i n i n g  a n a l y t i c  s o l u t i o n s  for gyro  d r i f t  (eq. 
2.36), t h e  fo l lowing  s o l u t i o n s  are obta ined:  
r'\ 
0 
If t h e  e f f e c t  of t h e  acce lerometer  compensation is  neg lec t ed ,  
(2 .51 
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(2.52) 
(u)  f E  
EN = (1 - coswst) -- 9 
(u)  f N  
EE = -(1 - coswst) - g 
Note t h a t  t h e s e  s o l u t i o n s  n e g l e c t  t h e  e f f e c t s  of t h e  Foucaul t  modu- 
l a t i o n s ,  f i r s t  o r d e r  e f f e c t s .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  c r o s s  coupl ing  e f -  
f e c t s  shown i n  F igu res  2.12 and 2.13 a r e  completely neg lec t ed .  I f ,  
however, t h e  above a n a l y t i c  s o l u t i o n s  are compared wi th  t h e  compu- 
ter  gene ra t ed  s o l u t i o n s ,  it is  concluded t h a t  n e g l e c t i n g  t h e  ac- 
ce l e romete r  compensation y e i l d s  r e s u l t s  which are q u i t e  a c c u r a t e  
f o r  p e r i o d s  of t i m e  up t o  about  one Schu le r  p e r i o d  (84 minu tes ) .  
Thus i f  one i s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  modeling a l o c a l  v e r t i c a l  i n e r t i a l  
n a v i g a t i o n  system f o r  s h o r t  p e r i o d s  of t i m e ,  which would be t h e  
case fo r  an aided i n e r t i a l  system, t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  node1 ob ta ined  
by n e g l e c t i n g  t h e  acce lerometer  compensation would be p e r f e c t l y  
adequate .  
v e l o c i t y  on t h e  e r r o r  response t o  acce lerometer  bias .  The Foucau l t  
modulat ing frequency i s  i n c r e a s e d  by a factor  of  = 4 and t h e  
e r r o r  s e n s i t i v i t i e s  are seen  t o  remain unchanged. I n  t h e  l i m i t -  
i n g  case mentioned p rev ious ly  when k = - W i e ,  t h e  Foucaul t  modula- 
t i o n  d i s a p p e a r s  completely l e a v i n g  a pure Schu le r  o s c i l l a t i o n .  
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  c r o s s  coupl ing  i s  e l i m i n a t e d  and t h e  response  is  
a c c u r a t e l y  desc r ibed  by equa t ions  (2.52) through (2.56) . 
Figure  2 .14  shows t h e  e f f e c t  o f  a 1900  K t .  east  t e r res t r ia l  
"'ie 
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2.4.3 L a t i t u d e  and Longitude Rate E r r o r s  
F igu re  2.15 shows computer de r ived  p l o t s  of l a t i t u d e  and 
long i tude  rate e r r o r s  f o r  t h e  c a s e  of  c o n s t a n t  gyro  d r i f t  and ac- 
ce le rometer  b i a s .  These e r r o r s  a r e  e a s i l y  r e l a t e d  t o  the n o r t h  
and east v e l o c i t y  e r r o r s  s i n c e  from Pg.44, f o r  X = W i e  
~ V N  G r 6i (2.57) 
(2.58) 6vE z r a i  cos L 
where 
6vN % n o r t h  v e l o c i t y  e r r o r  
6vE % east  v e l o c i t y  e r r o r  
I t  i s  seen ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  t he  n o r t h  and east  peak v e l o c i t y  s e n s i -  
t i v i t y  t o  l e v e l  gyro d r i f t  i s  about  1.35 f+/meru d r i f t  (1 n.m./hr 
I 1 .7  f t / s e c ) ,  wh i l e  t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  azimuth gyro  d r i f t  i s  'about  
0.75 -/meru d r i f t .  Peak v e l o c i t y  e r r o r s  due t o  acce lerometer  
n m  b i a s  are s e e n  t o  be about  1.25 +/10-4g b i a s .  
l a r l y  i n t e r e s t i n g  e f f e c t  of t h e  t h r e e  system modes of o s c i l l a t i o n  
i n  response  t o  l e v e l  gyro d i r f t .  
2.16 f o r  t h e  case of a c o n s t a n t  east  t e r r e s t r i a l  v e l o c i t y  of 1900  
K t .  Comparison of F igu res  2 . 1 4  and 2.15 r e v e a l s  t h a t  the rate 
error magnitudes a r e  unaffected by t h e  v e h i c l e  motion, a r e s u l t  
which i s  n o t  too s u r p r i s i n g  s i n c e  t h e  l e v e l  e r r o r  magnitudes w e r e  
p r e v i o u s l y  shown t o  be v i r t u a l l y  una f fec t ed  by v e h i c l e  motion. 
Note t h a t  f o r  t h e  case of t h i s  r a t h e r  high terrestr ia l  long i tude  
ra te ,  Eq. (2.58) does n o t  y i e l d  t h e  t o t a l  e a s t  v e l o c i t y  e r r o r .  I n  
p a r t i c u l a r ,  f o r  
v e l o c i t y  e r r o r  i s  given by: 
n m  
n m  
h r  
N o t e  t h e  p a r t i c u -  
L a t i t u d e  and long i tude  rate error p l o t s  are shown i n  F igu re  
# uie, t h e  appropr i a t e  express ion  f o r  t he  e a s t  
6vE = r 6 i  cos L - r i 6~ s i n  L 
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2.4.4 I n i t i a l  Condi t ion E r r o r s  
F igu res  2.17 through 2 . 2 1  show computer s o l u t i o n s  of t h e  
e r r o r  response  t o  i n i t i a l  no r th  l e v e l ,  eas t  l e v e l ,  l a t i t u d e ,  l a t i -  
t ude  r a t e ,  and long i tude  r a t e  e r r o r s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Please no te  
t h a t  t h e  response i s  shown f o r  nega t ive  i n i t i a l  cond i t ion  e r r o r s .  
The response  t o  i n i t i a l  l ong i tude  e r r o r  is  n o t  shown because,  as 
seen  i n  F igu re  2 . 4 ,  l ong i tude  i s  uncoupled from t h e  o t h e r  compu- 
t a t i o n  loops .  Thus t h e  system response t o  i n i t i a l  l ong i tude  er- 
r o r  i s  simply: 
6X = \E 6 h ( 0 )  d t  (2.59) 
A c o n s t a n t  i n i t i a l  cond i t ion  e r r o r  t h e r e f o r e  r e s u l t s  i n  a longi -  
t ude  e r r o r  growth ra te  of 1 min/hr/m% unce r t a in ty .  
t o  i n i t i a l  azimuth e r r o r  i s  a l s o  n o t  shown s i n c e  it i s  seen from 
F igure  2 . 4  t h a t  t h e  response i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  due t o  c o n s t a n t  
east  gyro  d r i f t .  Thus Figure  2 .6  and t h e  ( U ) W E  response of Fig- 
u r e  2.15 can be used wi th  t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  g iven  by: 
n 
The response 
f o r  t h e  case of Figure  2.6, and t h e  same numerical  s e n s i t i v i t y  
w i t h  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  u n i t s  f o r  t h e  case of F igure  2.15. 
For  t h e  purposes  of des ign ,  it i s  convenient  t o  o b t a i n  analy- 
t i c  expres s ions  €o r  t h e  response t o  i n i t i a l  cond i t ion  e r r o r s .  As 
b e f o r e ,  t h i s  s o l u t i o n  i s  most convenient ly  e f f e c t e d  by s o l v i n g  t h e  
matr ix  equa t ion  2.30 wi th  t h e  Foucaul t  modes omi t ted .  The r e s u l t s  
of such a s o l u t i o n  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  f i n i t e  c o n s t a n t  ce les t ia l  longi -  
t ude  ra te ,  i = c o n s t a n t ,  i s  g iven  by t h e  fo l lowing  equat ion:  
where 
(2.60) 
and 
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